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In addition, listening to Sister Qinghe, the harvest of killing alienated
fierce beasts is obviously greater than that of ordinary fierce beasts.

This should also be a decision made by the Will of Origin?

This should be for the upper genetic warriors to kill the alienated
beasts as much as possible, right?

Lu Yuan had a guess in his heart.

During Li Qinghe’s explanation, the spacecraft flew quickly over the
city of Butian. It passed through some special buildings, such as
auction houses and martial arts halls. Some buildings in the
basement of Origin also existed on the upper floors. After all, they
were in the land of Origin. Level, many genetic warriors also need to
practice.

In addition, there is the Great Hall of Merit. Lu Yuan also visited it. It is
similar to the auction house. Inside are small rooms with light curtains,
which are lists of treasures, recorded by genetic war patterns. To
redeem the merits.

After a few hours, Lu Yuan followed Li Qinghe and the three of them to
understand the general situation of the upper layers of Mending City.

Except for the area near Patch Sky City, the number of beasts is very
small, and there are a lot of beasts in other areas. Compared with the
underground layer of origin, the danger is higher.

Most fierce beasts, including the alienated fierce beasts, have their
own territories, and some territories also have cities built by warlords
and warlords.
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These cities are the residences of genetic warriors who go to hunt the
beasts. Because they are located in the territory of the beasts, they
will be attacked from time to time, and the danger is not low.

In the Land of Origin, the number of King-of-War-class powerhouses
is very small. From the beginning of the King-of-War class, there are
gradually increasing, and most of the war emperors will often enter
the upper layers of the Land of Origin to hunt down the beasts.

After all, the resources they need are already very small in the
underground layer of Origin, and coming to the upper layer of Origin
can quickly increase their cultivation level.

Basically, the warlord and the ** of war are resident in the upper layer
of the origin, and only occasionally go to the underground layer of the
origin.

The area of   the upper layer of Origin Land is also extremely huge,
with various areas, some areas are extremely dangerous, even if the
God of War enters it will be life-threatening.

However, this kind of area is far away from Patch Sky City and the
depths of each station.

Lu Yuan had roughly an impression of the upper strata of Origin Land
in his mind, and the battleship stopped in a residential area.

It is a residential area composed of tall buildings.

Li Qinghe smiled and said:

"The cost of renting a house in Patch Sky City is very high. The three of
us live here when we are resting, um...but brother Yuan, you are here,
we have to change to a slightly larger suite, otherwise, the room is
not enough."

Shuangyue smiled and glanced at Li Qinghe: "What? You don't sleep
in the same room with your fate brother?"



Li Qinghe smiled stiffly, her pretty face flushed, and she glared at
Shuangyue: "Why don't you sleep with Brother Yuan?"

"I don't care, I'm afraid that some people won't want it."

Shuangyue looked at Li Qinghe with a smile.

Lu Yuan glanced at Shuangyue, then looked at Li Qinghe, and then
noticed the next supervisor listening to Yu's gaze, and said nothing.

Si Tingyu glanced at Lu Yuan, and then said solemnly: "Okay, let's go
down first."

Li Qinghe and Shuangyue also stopped quarreling.

The three left the battleship and entered the residential area.

The renting process here is no different from the basement of Origin,
and Lu Yuan is not surprised. After all, they are all cities in Origin.
Although the location is different, the process is actually the same.

Soon, Li Qinghe withdrew from the previous three-bedroom and
one-living room, and then the four people discussed and rented a
four-bedroom suite, each bedroom has a bathroom, and an intelligent
robot butler, who can cook, and what else A small balcony, and a
gravity room for practice.

Lu Yuan had to admit that the cost of renting a house here is indeed
quite expensive. This kind of house requires 30 seventh-order spirit
crystals a day.

Fortunately, Lu Yuan possessed a lot of spirit crystals and could live
there forever.

…………

In the living room, the four of Lu Yuan chose a room and went to the
living room. Then Li Qinghe smiled and said:



"Brother Yuan came to the upper strata of Origin for the first time.
Let's go hunting together? How about?"

Si Tingyu nodded: "Well, let's go first."

Shuangyue put her arms around her chest, smiled and said, "I have no
objection."

The three of them looked at Lu Yuan. Lu Yuan naturally had no
opinion. He himself was very curious about the outside of Butian City.

"Of course I can, then where are we going?"

Lu Yuan asked curiously.

The three fell silent, and then Li Qinghe spoke:

"Why don't you go to the west? Dark Forest?"

After hearing Li Qinghe's words, Shuangyue and Si Tingyu thought for
a while, and then both nodded.

"Well, the strongest fierce beast there is the emperor rank, and the
alienated fierce beasts there are not too many, and the distance from
the sky patching city is not very far, I think it is okay.We also found an
emperor rank there last time. Fierce beast, plus A Yuan, the four of us
should be able to kill it, right?"

Shuangyue said.

Si Tingyu also agreed: "I'm afraid that the emperor-level fierce beast
will be discovered by others."

Because it was the first time for Lu Yuan to come to the upper strata
of Origin, he didn't express much opinion. Seeing the three of them,
he seemed quite cautious, waiting for the three of them to make a
decision.

"Then go there. Go now!"



Li Qinghe smiled and said.

The four people left the residential area. Shuangyue was about to
take out her battleship. At this moment, Li Qinghe stopped her and
looked at Lu Yuan with a smile:

"Let Brother Yuan take us over, brother Yuan will be faster."

Li Qinghe worked with Lu Yuan to deal with the alienation
phenomenon before, but he knows how strong Lu Yuan's spatial
mobility is.

"A Yuan is faster?"

Shuangyue was taken aback, then glanced at Lu Yuan in a little
astonishment.

The Secretary Tingyu nodded and said:

"A Yuan has a strong ability to move in space. If he takes us to use
space movement together, it is indeed faster."

Hearing this, Shuangyue was a little startled, and then smiled and
said:

"In that case, of course I have no opinion."

The three of them looked at Lu Yuan, and Lu Yuan naturally didn't
have any comments. Since the space movement has become
stronger, he usually doesn't use flying vehicles or the like when
traveling.

He smiled and said, "In that case, let me take you there. Is it to the
west? Which direction is it?"

Li Qinghe pointed a direction, Lu Yuan nodded, and then he put his
hand on the shoulders of Li Qinghe and Si Tingyu, looked at
Shuangyue, and said with a smile:

"Sister Shuangyue, hold Sister Qinghe, don't let go."



Shuangyue nodded, learned from Lu Yuan, and put her hand on Li
Qinghe's other shoulder.

Then Luyuan circulated Spacewalkers, and the four of them
disappeared in place.

In the process of using space movement, Luyuan found that the
space in the upper layer of the Origin Land is very unstable, and space
storms will appear from time to time, and even strange space will be
broken from time to time.

Fortunately, Lu Yuan possessed a Saint-level spatial gene, which
naturally had no effect.

However, in order not to scare the three of Li Qinghe, Lu Yuan did not
directly shuttle to the destination in one go, but traveled hundreds of
thousands of kilometers at a time, divided into several times, and
came to a huge forest more than 7 million kilometers away. .

The size of this forest is even the same as that of the Devil Dragon
Mountain Range, and may be slightly larger.

The area where the forest is located is pitch black, and the gloom in
the sky is deeper than other areas, as if forever in the dark night.

Lu Yuan swept his gaze and glanced at the direction of the sky. In the
darkness, Lu Yuan could see clusters of green flames burning from
time to time.

Lu Yuan felt that the green flame was similar to the green mist of the
green dog before. He raised his eyebrows and asked curiously:

"Sister Qinghe, what are these green flames?"

Li Qinghe glanced at the green flames that suddenly appeared and
disappeared, and said:

"This is a phenomenon of alienation. Some alienated beasts flew out
of the green flames. The flame itself has a very strong corrosive



ability, and it is not easy to extinguish. With our strength, if we touch
this flame, there will be A lot of life is in danger."

Lu Yuan nodded slightly, and he was sure in his heart that it was
indeed an alienation phenomenon, no wonder it was similar to the
green mist on the green dog before.

Si Tingyu looked around, and then said:

"There is nothing unusual around, let's go in."

As she said, wearing the golden-red battle armor that had already
emerged, carrying a huge spear, she walked in the forefront and
walked towards the dark forest.

As a guardian warrior, Si Tingyu assumes the responsibility of
exploring the road.

But Shuangyue smiled and waved the staff in her hand. The next
moment, the soil suddenly cracked, and two wooden men with a
height of more than four meters and very strong aura came out
carrying wooden spears.

This is Shuangyue's wooden guard, and this breath is obviously also
at the Battle Emperor level.

Frost Moon controlled the two wooden guards to walk in the direction
of the guards on both sides.

And Li Qinghe was surrounded by wisps of black mist, and two black
shadows flew out.

Lu Yuan glanced at it, feeling a little familiar, it was also a combat
technique of the shadow clone type.

The two black shadows turned into streamers for the first time and
disappeared into the night.

Li Qinghe smiled and introduced: "Our three-person team, Daxueyu,
as a guardian warrior, takes on the role of opening the way, while I



take on the role of scout and assault, and Shuangyue takes on the
role of control and healing."

Shuangyue said with a smile: "Usually the three of us work together.
Actually, the strength is pretty good, but after all, the number of
people is limited. There are only three people. Many areas can't go.
Now that you join Ayuan, where we can go. More."

Li Qinghe smiled: "That's right, if the fate brother is there, our combat
power is indeed stronger and we can go to more places. The fate
brother can be a guardian warrior, help the heavy rain and reduce the
pressure, and can also be a strong offensive warrior. Even if there is
any danger, we can still use the space ability to escape."

As the three of them had gleaming eyes, they all showed expressions
of expectation, as if they felt that the future was quite bright.

Lu Yuan also had a smile on his face.

In a short time, Lu Yuan can hunt with Sister Qinghe and the others,
and learn more about the situation in the upper strata of Origin. After
finding a suitable area for his hunting, he might have to act alone.

After all, Lu Yuan's own strength was much stronger than the three of
them.

He now has the strength of the battle saint level.

However, before leaving, Lu Yuan thought about using evolutionary
abilities to evolve some treasures for them, so that they could
improve their strength. In such dangerous places as the upper layers
of Origin Land, the stronger the better.

Hmm... If there is a way for them to notify him when they are in
danger, he can come over as soon as possible.

Lu Yuan thought for a while and felt that he might not be able to do it.
After all, his spatial ability was strong enough. As long as they were in



danger and were known to Lu Yuan the first time, then Lu Yuan would
have a way to come quickly.

Of course, there can also be other ways, such as hiding a few shadow
clones in their shadows.

If there is any danger, the shadow clone will rescue them as soon as
possible.

With Lu Yuan's current strength, the shadow clone's combat power
can barely be considered a saint level.

And he is also a saint who has mastered the spatial ability.

Even in the face of a situation where they can't be beaten, it's okay to
use their spatial mobility to take them to escape.

Thinking about it this way, Lu Yuan remembered the matter of hiding
shadow clones in the shadows of Li Xinghai and Master Si Qi.

After all, he can see the perception of the shadow clone. I'm afraid it's
not a peeping?

Lu Yuan was a little embarrassed. If the target was a bad old man like
Li Xinghai and Master Siqi, Lu Yuan would feel a little goosebumps.

But if the subject is changed to Sister Qinghe and the others... um...

Of course, Lu Yuan was just thinking about it, he wasn't that kind of
person, he couldn't do such a thing.

And Lu Yuan's strength will be discovered sooner or later. If Sister
Qinghe and the three of them know that they have been watching
them in the shadow before, then they are not going to be killed.

Lu Yuan decided to do that kind of stressful automatic reaction.

Only notify Luyuan body when there is danger.



When Lu Yuan was thinking, suddenly he paused slightly and looked
up at the front.

With Lu Yuan’s current strength, one can easily perceive that in that
direction, on the branch of a big tree 30 kilometers away, there is a
black giant python almost 100 meters long entwined, its body is
motionless, quietly lurking. , As if waiting for prey.

This black giant python has bizarre tentacles automatically
twisted~www.mtlnovel.com~ looks a bit disgusting.

Lu Yuan felt the aura of alienation from this fierce beast.

Is this the alienated beast of the upper strata of Origin?

It feels that the degree of alienation is not particularly high, and it is
probably about the same as some of the fierce beasts that Lu Yuan
encountered in the trial of the royal family that Lu Yuan participated
in the night?

The strength of this fierce beast is the emperor level, but because of
its alienation, its strength should be slightly stronger than the general
emperor level. Of course, to the three of Li Qinghe, there is no threat.

Lu Yuan didn't do it either, and it won't take long before they can
encounter the alienated fierce beast.

At this moment, Lu Yuan turned his head again and found that a team
of more than 30 full-length two-headed, tall, almost five-meter-high
genetic warriors slowly landed in the area hundreds of kilometers
away on the left. Yuan moved in the direction of the four people.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows, separated a shadow clone into the
darkness, and moved towards the area where the team of genetic
warriors were.

During this period, the three of Li Qinghe didn't notice.
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